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Value of an Action Cam in Surgical Pathology 1 
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Abstract 17 

Grossing of surgical pathology specimens is a complex task, which may be challenging to master 18 

correctly. Despite the growing use of digital technology in other aspects of surgical pathology, little 19 

has been done so far to modernize the documentation of grossing. We used a portable video camera 20 

(“GoPro”) to document different grossing procedures. The video material may be used for teaching 21 

purposes or might enhance the more commonplace macroscopic description by adding another 22 

dimension. Furthermore, video documentation may encourage the discussion of upcoming clinical 23 

questions or help rectify some possible initial impreciseness. 24 

 25 
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Background 28 

Grossing of surgical pathology specimens is intriguing and can be challenging (1). Clinicians require 29 

their specimens to be correctly orientated and need reliable information on entities and resection 30 

margins (2). In an oncologic setting, precise tumor staging and grading is vital for further patient 31 

management (3). In daily practice this demanding task is commonly left to the most junior residents.  32 

Many aspects of the actual work make grossing challenging on a daily basis. Examples include the 33 

following: 34 

 Specimen orientation may not be clear or is completely missing. 35 

 Specimen degradation or relevant alteration of the specimen (e.g. following transport, 36 

specimen conservation, formalin artifacts). 37 

 Divergent standard operating procedures (no consent on resection margins, e.g. in 38 

pancreaticoduodenectomy (2)). 39 

 Frequent lack of consensus in general. 40 

Grossing of specimens is an important skill for every anatomic pathologist – the results of this task 41 

represent the first important step in the diagnostic process after the specimen has been received (1). 42 

However, grossing itself is an unfamiliar discipline for every beginner in surgical pathology and may 43 

be a reason for significant anxiety (4). Junior trainees are often introduced into grossing by directly 44 

confronting them with the procedure itself, whilst receiving oral instructions from more senior 45 

colleagues. Notwithstanding, grossing manuals do exist – these may be specifically tailored to the 46 

needs of the adjunct clinic or may be internationally accepted works (5, 6). Commonly, however, the 47 

instructions included in these works diverge in between the sources and may at times seem 48 

incomplete. In addition, there are several ways to gross a particular specimen (2, 7), each with its 49 

advantages and disadvantages. 50 

Whilst textbooks in surgical pathology and grossing in particular exist (5, 6), written word is often 51 

insufficient for a beginner in surgical pathology to fully understand and correctly apply grossing 52 

strategies (8). A more “hands-on” visual approach showing the actual perspective of the pathologist 53 
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may therefore benefit beginners (9). A video recording of the actual procedure offers the possibility 54 

for repetition and individual adjustment to the pace of the teaching. Moreover, it conveys a sense of 55 

plasticity, essentially the main advantage of visual teaching techniques (10, 11). 56 

The aim of this work is to present examples of video-assisted grossing using a GoPro HERO 7 (see 57 

Hardware) in real-life situation and present the experiences gained (by two second-year residents, KB 58 

and LC). To the best of our knowledge, the use of an action camera in grossing has so far, not been 59 

described elsewhere.  60 
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Activity 61 

Hardware 62 

A GoPro HERO 7 cam (GoPro, San Mateo, CA, USA; Fig. 1) was used to document grossing 63 

procedures. The GoPro HERO 7 is a light-weight (116g) 12-megapixel camera with “4K60” video 64 

quality and a stabilization element. For still photos the GoPro HERO 7 offers a 12 megapixel sensor 65 

with the highest resolution of 4.000x3.000 pixels. Essential further features include voice control, a 66 

touch screen and live streaming option. Due to a nonsterile working environment, a GoPro SUPER 67 

SUIT (GoPro) was employed to protect the camera and lens. A 128 Gigabyte microSD memory card 68 

was sufficient for the purpose of documentation. For the actual filming the GoPro HEADSTRAP 69 

(GoPro) and a lightweight chest mount (“Chesty”) were used. Mostly the ultra-wide field mode was 70 

applied for recording. Highest resolution documentation consumed about 200 megabytes per minute. 71 

Video editing was done using Adobe Premiere Pro 2020 (Adobe, San José, CA, USA). 72 

 73 

Documentation 74 

Using the GoPro action cam we could document the processing of various specimens in detail during 75 

the entire daily workflow (Fig. 2). The highest resolution was used (see Hardware). The selection 76 

criteria for specimens were complexity of specimen grossing, frequency of the specimen and 77 

illustration of in-house grossing standards. The preparation time for the set-up needed before grossing 78 

was negligibly small (usually <1 minute). Complex specimen documentation (e.g. 79 

pancreaticoduodenectomy, mastectomy) took up to twelve minutes of recording. Video editing could 80 

reduce the video length significantly (on average to one third of the initial length). Resection margins, 81 

specimen plasticity and consistence, tumor borders, tumor infiltration, specimen orientation, inking 82 

before sectioning, presentation of tumor beds and adequacy of resection could be documented. 83 
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Results and Discussion 84 

The above described set up was used for approximately seven months and twelve different specimens 85 

- among others, the processing of partial pancreaticoduodenectomies (“Whipple procedure”), 86 

mastectomies, prostato-cystectomies, oropharyngeal and native biobanking specimens - were recorded 87 

(Fig. 2). Video material was established in order to standardize and improve the introduction into 88 

grossing for new trainees. The video material has further been used in internal case discussions and 89 

university lectures for medical students. Furthermore, we have observed that video documentation also 90 

offers continuous medical education to seniors. 91 

Following application in a daily setting, the main observations can be summarized: The GoPro HERO 92 

7 action cam offers recordings in high resolution formats. It is a fast and dynamic way of documenting 93 

specimens photo- and video-graphically. It is user friendly, lightweight and intuitive in handling. 94 

Moreover, the device itself is more than affordable in comparison to static high-resolution cameras. As 95 

specimen grossing is usually faster than most surgical procedures, battery status is not an issue (12). 96 

 97 

The above described results are empiric by their very nature but validated by previous 98 

literature: Visual documentation of procedures has educational value (13), which is supported by 99 

similar experiments in the operating theatre and cadaveric teaching courses (12, 14-17). Video 100 

material can be used to explain procedures and principles (18). The perspective of documentation may 101 

leave less room for interpretation in the eye of the beholder as it represents the true view facing the 102 

trainee. This view is more readily comprehensible and more realistic than a conventional video 103 

demonstration (9). Madrigal et al. (19) have successfully tested a 3D video documentation of grossing 104 

procedures. The action cam view of a GoPro might even be more realistic and intuitive. In addition, 105 

the applicability via headstrap is much easier and does not consume any working space as compared to 106 

other set-ups previously described by Madrigal et al. 107 

The GoPro action cam also offers a live streaming option (“GoPro Live”). This feature might help in 108 

monitoring the actual case load and may enable more flexible workflows in the future. Empiric studies 109 
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using smartphones in the grossing theatre (18) do not offer this option, and are not suitable for a non-110 

sterile working environment. Data protection might also be an issue in locatable devices, e.g. 111 

smartphones. 112 

Moreover, video documentation is a form of quality assurance and can support error analysis. As 113 

resection margins may pose a matter of conflict, exact documentation serves as a retrospective means 114 

of clarifying them. Thereby, patients may possibly be spared unnecessary re-interventions. Case-115 

related documentation of macroscopic features might be educative for clinicians, too, e.g. in a context 116 

of interdisciplinary tumor boards. So far, however, usage in tumor boards did not take place.  117 

Despite being educational (9), ethical conduct is paramount and patient privacy has to be respected. 118 

Although patient data might be hard to track via a specimen itself, video material should be protected 119 

and not readily accessible to workers outside of the respective institute. It is clear that an action cam 120 

has to be used in a healthy quality assurance and error analysis culture. 121 

 122 

 Several limitations in using the action cam were observed. First of all, wearing the action cam 123 

with the head strap imposed a certain weight (12) and interfered with the resident’s headset, which was 124 

used to record the grossing text. The “chesty” was more comfortable. As specimens are potentially 125 

infectious and the working environment non-sterile, the use of the touch screen was rarely possible. In 126 

addition, when using the aforementioned protection case, the touch screen was not accessible. 127 

However, recording and pausing was enabled via voice control (or if necessary, with the help of the 128 

technical assistant). Voice control is an important advantage in comparison to documentation with 129 

smartphones (18). The use of the zoom is, unfortunately, so far not possible using voice control, 130 

thereby certain details may be missed in the recording. 131 

Conclusions 132 

We conclude that an action cam is a means of fast documentation using an acceptable resolution. 133 

Action cam documentation seems to be an appropriate means of introducing new residents into 134 

grossing techniques and specimen processing. Visual material has a high educational value and 135 

excellent didactic potential, in particular for beginners. Long term experience and data are needed to 136 
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further evaluate the potential of action cam video documentation for teaching purposes. Patient 137 

privacy has to be guaranteed in every respect. 138 
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Figure legends 192 

 193 

Figure 1 Hardware. A View and setting. B “Chesty” and head strap with GoPro cam. C Close-up. 194 

Figure 2 Processing of various specimens, “real-life” snapshots in our laboratory/grossing theatre. A 195 

Overhead static images of a mastectomy specimen, outlining dimensions and tumor borders. B Partial 196 

glossectomy with complex orientation and several anatomic landmarks. Quality-ensuring 197 

documentation in photo- and videographic ways. C Processing of an urinary bladder specimen 198 

demonstrating probing of ureter ostia and tumor bed after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 199 
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